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Attack on the 
Use Your Vote to 
oemper. 
University Press 
Save 
tj It 
At the Annual General Meeting of the Union the Veterinary 
'Science students will bring forward a motion for -the discon-
tinuance of publication of "Semper Floreat" for the duration 
of the war. 
Just what is expected to be gained by this gagging of the 
University is not stated in the minutes of the last Council 
meeting, when the matter was first broached. 
Perhaps the money saved is to be donated to the Common-
wealth Govemment as a war-contribution. This would mean 
a compulsory war-tax of five shillings a year on all day and 
evening students. 
We suggest that people will in time be flat out paying 
regular Government-levied taxes without the additional burden 
of self-inflicted ones. 
At any rate, why not carry the idea to the logical extreme 
"by abolishing all newspapers and organs of opinion and forcing 
the public to hand to the Government the money it would other-
"wise have spent. 
Now do you see the stupid, 
veterinarians' abolition move? 
anti-democratic tone of the 
It would be trite to say that new.spapers are guardians of 
•the public rights. 
Only enemies of democracy and liars will deny that.' 
Surely the veterinary students are neither. 
"On Dit," newspaper of the University of Adelaide, ceased 
publication at about the middle of the year as a protest against 
•stringent restriction imposed by the University authorities on 
expression of opinion in the paper. 
We think that was a mistake. Whether the student organ 
bas to become a yes-rag or not it should continue to exist. 
Apart from ils importance as the student spokesman, our 
paper has a unifying influence on the student body. All sec-
tions are brought into contact within it. By its means the 
"various activities and influences in tlie University are integrated. 
Students individually are made to think in collective terms. 
The University spirit is preserved. 
Students, your newspaper is your tongue. Are you to be 
Tendered mute by wall-eyed asses or by anti-democratic 
-elements? 
Savo "Semper!" Attend the Union A-CM, and VOTE 
AGAINST THE MOTION. 
.J J 
Galmahra ? 
1940?? 
Just Time For 
Your Contribution 
McKENZIE 
THE MAGICIAN. 
BLACK-HEARTED MAESTRO 
OF THE BLACK ART. 
It would be a shame to end the 
year without payiner tribute to the 
Evil Genius di "Semper," 
McKcnzle, of Shipping News-
papers. Mac. has been printing 
"Semper" since it emerged from 
the shell and reclcons he gets aa 
much fun out of it as any 
student. 
That an editor should be able to 
produce a "Semper" without the 
ministrations of McKenzle is unthink-
able. Many's the time, when all the 
copy had been fitted into the frames, 
leaving fearsomely blank acreages, 
that I have collapsed in despair. 
Then Mac. would pour a nip ot Old 
Soldier, force a couple of drops be-
tween my lips and drink the rest 
(nine-tenths) himself. Then, turning 
to the recalcitrant rag, by a secret 
species of black wizardry which in-
Grapes of Wrath 
Spotlights U.S. Hypocrisy 
Yanks Better Mind Their Glass 
Walls 
Before the Americans worry about fighting European 
fascism it would be a good idea if they cleaned up their own 
backyard. If what "Grapes of Wrath" exposes as the tactics of 
American land-industrialists towards their employees is not 
essentially fascism, I'll turn Douglas Credit, 
See "Grapes of Wrath." It's a picture in a million; a picture 
not greatly publicised, but one worth ten times all the advertise-
ment that was wasted on that inconsequential and misrepre-
senting indiscretion, "Gone With the Wind." 
There are lots of people who will 
find it sears their palates—apart 
from those who would see their in-
terests adversely affected in it, Ac-
LABODR AND POLITICAL 
PO^VER. 
"Grapes of Wrath" certainly puts 
the spotlight on the Yankee.agrarian 
customed to "drawing-room melo- capitalist. No dirty trick, no piece 
dramas," lavishly besprinkled with of banditry, no act of violence is too 
silken beds, while furniture and hideous for him. And it emphasises 
people like pet poodles, coming down ] the fact that without political power, 
to earth with such a slam will prob 
ably knock them silly, and all the 
volved the juggling of type in most ^-.^i^,^ . ^ j , , ^ji^jt j , ^ ^ the nincom 
as in tho United States, labour is 
helplass. 'Whether Steinbeck's ex-
posure has made the people of Ame-
poops will be a chorus of inane rica press for reform I do not know, 
so but even if not, its lesson is one that 
all can take to heart and employ for 
future guidance. 
complicated fashion, he would make 
it so that we would have to take an giggles ^Rgg^y ^;,^^„^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ 
article out and stand it over till the ^^,^^,. p^o,.^  ,^eak little minds try lo 
foUowmg week. (translate it into the comic. 
Just what kind of a guy thisi 
McKenzie is you can judge from an I At least that's what I found. Ii 
incident during the famous libel suit sat next to a .soldier and his girl, 
against "Semper" in 1936, when a If they're all like that pair heaven 
Miss Hangar claimed £1000. She preserve the army and our future 
had been described as wearing last generations. The man wasn't so 
year's dress at commem, A trial was bad, but I'd have dearly loved to 
held down here at which editor, pub- deal the woman a clip on the ear; 
Usher, printer, etc., were required to and I'd have done it but for the 
give evidence. Max Julius, who had knowledge of sure reprisals, I 
been briefed for the prosecution, had missed some of the dialogue through | 
i Mac. in the witness box, and was that female's ridiculous cackling, 
I cross-examining him: I But perhaps I'm just liverish when | 
Julius: Don't you consider it slan- I put all audiences in the same cale-
derous to say that Miss Hangar wasjgoi'y- "Grapes of Wrath* had a I 
{wearing last year's dress*? ilonger season in Sydney than "Gone,the misdoings of a second year En-
I Witness: No, I think she should'With the Wind," with all the latler'sgfneer last Saturday night. The glare 
have felt complimented, j high-power ballyhoo. Sydneyites QJ ^ar headlamps, as a matter of fact 
Considerable light was thrown on 
Julius: What? You think she should must have 
have been complimented? Explain j film, 
yourself, sir! 
Witness: Didn't you get my name? 
Donald McKenzie, 
They nearly fined McKcnzle 
fifty quid contempt df court for 
<hat. Would Jiave se^^'cd him 
right, too. 
Another time we had put "Sem-
per" to bed and were waUcing down 
to a debate in the Men's Common 
Room, "Mac," says I, "let's toss a 
few stones on the roof and make 
appreciated Steinbeck's 
SCOPE FOR PLAYERS. 
Another engineer, hitherto proud of 
his capacity, could only manage three 
pots one night last week. You must 
The acting in "Grapes of Wrath"!be slipping, Blondie. 
is superb, although really good act-| „ , . ' , . ,* * 
ing is becoming so usual these days' Talkmg about beer, we believe the 
that pictures need more than that ^^ '^^  etudes who drank a botUe of it 
recommendation to register as some-1 with their lunches in the Men's Corn-
thing out of the bag. "Grapes of jmon Room the other midday have not 
Wrath" has the requisite extra, ma-'^et been sent down. 
terial into which the players can 
bite, roles with reality and guts. It 
is a story written with a toil-worn 
some news." "Look here," says Mac.,!finger in the dust of a sullen, savage 
earth. It is a film which leaves you 
not depressed or dispirited, but in-
spired with a powerful hatred for 
greed 
who for years has had to polish his 
shoes with a long-handled brush and 
a mirror, "I can't fight and I can't 
run. You'll have to do it on your (those whose inhimianity and 
own," make such stories possible. 
Apart from type-slinging Mac. I think the performance of Muley 
suggested some really hot features [ deserves special mention, particularly 
this year, and some of our snappiest in that scone where, without any un-
' headlines were due to him. If you derstanding of the causes, he is 
• « • 
Deanna Durbin giii died quietly 
last night. We wrapped her in old 
"Sempers" and buried her somewhere 
on the lawn. Persons wishing to find 
out who she was will have to stake 
digging claims. 
enjoyed "Semper" this annum thank 
us, certainly, but preserve a big pro-
portion of your gratitude for 
McKenzie, the guy behind the scenes, 
— •.o'.-' — 
SCHOLARSHIP 
ALLOWANCE FOR 
THIRD TERM. 
Scholarship holders are re-
minded that they must complete 
a voucher form and hand It in 
at the enauiry office not laier 
than Monday,' 7th October. 
hunted brutally off the soil that has 
nurtured him, his family and his 
friends. To see a steel-hard toiler 
such as this driven to sobs is both 
terrifying and Infuriating. Then there 
is Ma Joad, browbeaten, puzzled, 
terrified to a,ssert the rights of work-
ers agahist industrialists of whom 
the state police are the paid thugs, 
shooting and clubbhig "agitators" 
and strike-leaders. (Significant, too, 
that these bludgepnhig "cops," one 
of whom is so deservedly extermin-
ated by Tom Joad, wore brown 
shirts). 
FIRE BRIGADE WANTS 
VOLUNTEERS. 
A.R.P. FOR THOSE NOT IN 
DEFENCE FORCES. 
Those students who arc pre-
pared to serve as volunteer fire> 
men in an honorary capacity 
ploase signify their willhi^css 
'by making application on the 
prescribed form (obtainable .a t 
my fire station), and after ae^ 
ceptanco by the Board attend at :,.• 
the fire station nearest their '-.^ 
homes for Instruction and drill '• 
under the direction of the ohidt,};, 
ottleer of the Brlrade. ;.'| 
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BOOK REVIEW. 
ENVOY ON EXCURSION? 
CARYL BRAHMS AND 
S. J. SIMON. 
(MICHAEL JOSEPIL) 
This exceedingly clever skit on tho 
comic side of diplomacy and war-
time govemment pursues an idiotic 
course which opens with the murder 
al the British Ministry of Elimina-
tion of an envoy from Insomnia, a 
neutral state which, possessing eighty 
per cent, of the world's supply of a 
vital war commodity known as Gar-
denjum, has become the centre of 
fierce diplomatic rivalry between 
Britain and Germany. Mr. Stung, ac-
companied by Detective-Sergeant 
Quill, goes to Insomnia as British En-
voy, but his is a very delicate mis-
.sion: tho Insomnian Cabinet and 
man-in-the-strcet are anti-British, 
but King Hannibal the Hot-head 
wants good English money for Paris 
revciiy, and, moreover, takes a liking 
to Quill. Enemy agents drug and 
kidnap Stung, but the German En-
voy, FrantzL von Papon, character-
istically misses trains and forgets his 
fountain-pen. The British Mission is 
captured while returning to London 
with Sasha Podushkin, Hannibal's 
sleepy, reluctant emissary; but it is 
lUowed to escape when Sashn's soft-
ening influence on the young 
• Schwartze Korps imperils the Back 
to the Reich Movement. The Mission 
ultimately steals von Papen's aero-
plane, and after a miraculous, ran-
dom flight home, lands with para-
chutes; whereupon it is found that as 
King Hannibal, cunningly financed 
by Germany, has stayed in Paris for 
seven days, his power has passed to 
a Council of State. StartUngly against 
Protocol, tho detective is sent lo re-
patriate his royal friend; but now a 
• persistent little analytical chemist is 
given a belated opportunity to offer 
tlie British Cabinet incomprehensible 
proof that "the palooka that bought 
Gardenium would bo buying a pup." 
All is well, however; for a frantic 
Mr. Slung finds Hannibal and Quill 
lamonling that thoy have arrived just 
too late to inevcnt an agreement giv-
ing Germany the Gardenium for one 
hundred thousand tons of aspirin. 
The book is a delightful mixture 
of absurdity and subtlety. The solemn 
capers of diplomacy and the diffi-
culties of neutrals arc wittily discuss-
ed, and the early chapters brillianlly 
burlesque the intricate organisation 
of government deinu'tmcnts—the De-
partment ot Elimination, established 
"to supplement, coiinlcracl, and over-
ride the Ministry of Information"; the 
Alibi Department, finding excuses for 
blunders; the Department for the 
Defence of Propagation; and, ol 
course, the Ccnsoiship Department. 
Thej-e arc amusing glimpses of 
Hitler, Himmlcr, and Goering— 
"stand-in to tho Almighty"; whilst the 
characters in general arc really ex-
cellent caricatures, especially Stung, 
the monocled British diplomat, 
socially and diplomatically fastidious; 
Sir Humphrey, the Departmental 
head, worshipping system, secrecy, 
and discretion; Canterbury Bindle, 
the ubiquitous, omniscient, exasper-
atingly "impartial" journalist—for-
tunately, however, a benevolent im-
partial; and tho youthful Gauleiter, 
"five feet ten of spit and polish 
and ramrodry clicking its heels," 
mechanically quoting slock sayings of 
his Nazi demi-gods. A keen quick-
ness for the nonsensical in situation 
and incident, a casually felicilious use 
of topical allusions, and an engaging 
flair for verbal tricks and whims arc 
the outstanding aspects of that superb 
sense of idiotic fitness which has led 
tho authors not only to make the 
most of a very fruitful theme, but 
also to select for their crazy little 
story the most fitting motto possible 
—Shakespeare's "Mad world, mad 
kings, mad composition." 
• M.M.P. 
(Our copy -from Mctood's—9/-.)' ' 
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Ta- Ti a 
Wen, dear readers, we are at our last gasp. 
That row of asterisks was to give yon opportunity to dab 
your eyes, 
(Hope you weren't taken in by that. Actually it was to 
fill up space.) 
Well, it's been great fun editing your paper all the year 
round, ladies and gentlemen. Plenty of hard work, and my 
hair's white, but it was worth it, 
I got some abuse, certainly, but there was praise, too. And 
on the whole, although it is I that say it, "Semper" hasn't been 
so bad this year. 
There was a bit of coarseness, a bit of high-browness, a bit 
of middle-browness; a bit of seriousness ,and a bit of frivolity. 
In fact there was a spot of everything. 
We catered pretty well for all but that type which considers 
it beneath its dignity to read a student newspaper. 
The year hasn't been a bad one. There were no startling 
stories, but this lack was offset by the interest which the student 
body in general was kind enough to take in its own newspaper, 
I wish to offer thanks for that, 
I also thank those who criticised in a sensible fashion my 
tunning cf tho newspaper. The fact that I didn't take much 
notice of their criticisms was due to reasons other than pig-
headedness. 
There was some puerile abuse from a couple of degenerates, 
but that circumstance, of course, is hardly worth mentioning. 
When Mary McLelland engaged in combat with me over 
the editorials she had a legitimate grievance. But all my 
editorials haven't been eyewash. 
Some which appeared at intervals during the year should 
have satisfied even Mary, if, again, it is I that say it. 
Do you remember that advertisement four weeks back 
asking people who would like me to recommend them for the 
1941 editorship to contact me? 
Well, you will all be immensely surprised to know that I 
received no reply from Miss McLelland. 
(Sorry, Mary, but I couldn't resist that dig.) 
There is little else, dear readers, that I would say with my 
last breath, other than to thank all (or practically all) who 
wrote letters or contributed articles to "Semper" during the 
year, with especial gratitude to those thoughtful souls who gave 
me copy during the doldrums. 
By that I mean the period from the second-last issue in 
second term onward. 
And we must not forget those most consistent of contribut-
ors, the advertisers v/ho supported us so loyally all the year 
rotlnd. They help us. See that you return the service. 
Well, goodbye, gentle readers. 
Oh, by the way, before I put up the shutters, I should like 
to confess to an act of perfidy. One week early in the year 
we were short of an item for Pgst! So I fabricated the first of 
the Deanna Durbin girl series. 
* What a furore it caused! 
We Look at the War 
X. 
Shifting Sands 
Some people, mostly with pale, high foreheads and patron-
ising voices, deprecate the discussion of the "might-have-beens" 
of history. Naturally, any process of reasoning and speculation 
that cannot find facts to keep pace with it all the way is likely, 
if carried too far, to lead to results about as profitable as 
quarrelling over the spending of the first prize in the Casket 
before the drawing. In point of fact, however, history is useless, 
save as a branch of decorative literature, unless it can provide 
"lessons" from the past and pointers to the future. Ah historical 
"might-have-been" is just one of those lessons. 
So it does not seem necessary to apologise for recalling 
some recent comments on the general progress of the war, com-
ments which suggest that, despite their enormous territorial 
gains and diplomatic successes, tho German leaders have made 
costly mistakes. 
The first of these mistakes was 
an apparently resounding vic-
tory, the over-running of Den-
mark and Nonvay, which con-
stituted (he second phase of the 
war, following the partitioning: 
of Poland. If the Avar was to 
end this winter, the seizure of 
Denmark had obvious advan-
taffes—so much more food for 
Germany, so much less for the 
United Kingdom. But the war 
shows signs of lasiing far beyond 
that optimistic limit, and so Den-
mark is likely to become a drain 
rather than a source of supply, 
Mor,?over the elTectiveness of the 
British bloclcade was increased and 
the great Danish mercantile marine 
came under British control. A simi-
lar economic loss lesulted from the 
conquest of Norway, a loss not to 
be balanced by a meagre and pre-
carious increase in the possibility of 
sneaking cargoes of iron ore down 
the coast from Narvili, whilst the 
hostility of liio population demands 
the maintenance of a large and ex-
pensive garrison and suggests the 
probability that a rebellion may 
arise if at any future time German 
arms receive a set-back elsewhere, 
Tlie number of Allied troops 
diverted to A^orway did not mate-
rially afl'ect the prospects of the 
campaign in Belgium and France, 
but the sinking of half the German 
navy spoilt the chances of the 
Italian navy in the Mediterranean 
and greatly augmented tho risk at-
tached to any attempt lo ferry an 
invading army over tho North Sea, 
II is also by this time clear that 
the losses of Gernian bombers and 
troop-carrying planes in the north-
ern war left an insufl'icient margin 
of force in those divisions of the 
Luftwaffe to meet both the demands 
for army co-operation in the Nether-
lands and France and those for the 
expected pounding of British .ships 
and iKirts. 
Tho carrying of tho aerial war to 
Great Britain in May and June 
would have caused immensely greater 
military damage than it could after 
four months of preparation to meet 
it were complete. If the German 
air force had been as strong as 
Goering expected it to be, the with-
drawal from Dunkirk would have 
been impossible, 
OVERLOOKING HOLLYWOOD. 
The second, and possibly the 
greater mistake was the initiation of 
the policy of indiscriminate sinking 
without warning and without regard 
for the humanitarian rules supposedly 
accepted by all civilised nations at 
the very outset of the war. The 
sinking of the "Athenia" made a 
deep impression on the citizens of 
the United Stales and, with the bar-
barities which followed, helped 
markedly to assure American co-
operation with Great Britain on 
terms far more liberal and on a 
scale far more extensive than could 
have been expected from the gen-
eral tone of. Transatlantic comment 
just before the war. The lesson of 
the "JL.iJsitanifll'_was-lost.on the .Ger-
mans, They forgot that Hollywood, 
is the home of the sentimental film 
and that the love of such productions 
is associated with a warm-hearted 
humanity that has proved itself over 
the years in many and vast philan-
thropic works. 
ANOTHER DIPLOMATIC 
OFFENSIVE. 
'^ Vhllc the face of Gcrmania is 
as terrifying: as ever for the 
small aieutral, her reverses In 
the early stage of the "Battle for 
Britain" have weakened her bar-
gaining: power and she cannot 
continue to promise doubtful 
Governments large helpings of 
hare soup, when her prospects of 
catching the hare are becoming 
remote. It is therefore not sur-
prising that, before her stock 
further declines, she is under-
taking another diplomatic offen-
sive, and this can only be in the 
Mediterranean. The immediate 
victims of Germany's assistance 
are likely to be Greece and Spain. 
What inducements Germany can 
offer Spain it is difficult to see, ex-
cept, of course, a still further drop 
in that standard of living which 
Spain can boast to be almost the 
lowest in the world. For a Hispano-
German alliance would immediately 
bring SjDain within the bounds of 
the British blockade: a certainty 
much more present to General 
Franco's mind that the possibility ot 
extended power in Morocco. Un-
fortunately, Sonor Suner, who as-
pires to be the Laval to Franco's 
Petain, is fanatically pro-Gorman 
and may yet drag an impotent coun-
try into a war in which its gains 
would bo illusory nnd it.s losses prob-
ably fatal to national existence. 
ATTIC ANTICS. 
Greece, having toyed with dic-
tatorship for some years, is now to 
receive the attention of stronger dic-
tatorships than her own. If the 
suggested conference between Yugo-
slavia, Bulgaria and Greece, to be 
held under Axis pressure, fails, it is 
probable that Mussolini will ad-
vance into N.W. Greece while Bul-
garia, with the sanction of Hitler, 
marches south fo the Aegean. It 
will be left for General Metaxas to 
retire to Crete, which was once the 
1!^  
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Sez You LAST WORDS. ST. LUCIA BLUES. ! 
LETTER FKOM SQUIRE, TWO 
THIRDS HAY-WIRE. 
of being a drunkard and hob-nobbing 
at the Belle Vue with the likes of 
"Abdul."" For all I know you might 
bird who signs have written last week's appraise-
in last week's ment of yourself. 
1 might inform all that I have not 
Man is usually credited with 
only five senses, but in reality he 
has several more. He has the 
sense of heal and cold, of balance 
(whereby he tells up from 
do^vn), and the sense of muscular 
movement. 
Edmund, apparenUy, would add to 
PROP. PUTS FOOT DOWN ON 
CHEERY GRANITES. 
"MICROBES BY THE 
MILLION" IS POPULAR 
PUNK, 
Sir,—I see some 
himself "Critias" 
"Semper" said exactly the nice things 
about you and your paper that I in- been asked by the Editor to write' the list the "sense of gentleman-
tended to say in this, the last issue, this, that he has not bribed me to do^ness," though he doubts whether all 
However, that does not deter me from so, and as you know by now that the'people, especially ignoramuses like 
adding a few words of praise. Editor is a big enough rogue to have myself, possess it. 
Firstly, your Editorials. I've read written this himself. I have no op- i There is one sense, howevt-.-, ol 
some editorials since I've been at tho tion but to sign my own name. j which Edmund is obviously fond. It 
Varsity, but never any so unconven- R, A . SQUIRE. I's nonsense. Discarding this nonsense 
tional and so enjoyable. This wel- (I must say it is very pleasant to ^^^ '"'Sht examine brielly the sum of 
come change in "Semper" is, I think, end the year with all these eulogies, Edmund's argument, and judge its 
the result of having a Science man as or half-eulogies. I have now printed worth. 
Editor (apologies to Arts), Most of three or four letters of fulsome praise Edmund is not a materialist be-
our past editors have been members all without J-eal names appended, ,C'''"se he believes in freewill, because 
of the Arts Faculty, and seemed to which gives uncharitable people the' '^ e believes in vitalism and so on, 
consider it their boundcn duty to dish opportunity of saying I wrote them 
out every week some philosophical niyself. Well, let 'em say it, 
argument that would provide food ^,^,^ ^^ ^^^^,^ ^^j^ .^j,„ 
for deep thought, and deep thinkmg squire for signing his letter, but don't 
has always been an effort to me and ^^ .^ ^ ^^^^ „^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ dishonour-
quite beyond most Varsity students 
You seem to have the knack of writ-
ing two types of editorials, one a real 
high class one, racy and spicy, and 
easy lo read, tho other, utter rub-
bish (for example, the one wherein {jY '^J^ gua^ .d" 
you were supposed to interview the 
professors re exams). Here you wrote 
a whole column and said what?—ab-
solutely nothing, Plain balderdash. 
able actions this egg attributes to me. 
Whal kind of a chappie the Squire 
bird is you can judge from the first 
words that saluted me from his 
letter: "Some copy for you, you old 
Now isn't that nice. 
One or two of the things ho says are 
true, but there is a full confession on 
the Deanna Durbin girl hoax in my 
! editorial, which I wrote before I 
Another refreshing change in found Squire had shown me up. As 
"Semper" this year has been the ab- for my ballet editorials, I'll stand by 
sence of the annual howl for more them any day. I'll admit 1 did pull a 
copy. The copy has kept on coming few swifties, but not nearly as many 
EDMUND REFUTED. 
In answer to his argument 
about the existence of frccwili, I 
spont a couple of columns re-
cently pointing out that freedom, 
where it existed, implied the 
understanding of necessity. Free-
dom docs not consist in the 
dream of independence of natu-
ral laws, but in the knowledge of 
these laws, and in the possibility 
this gives of systematically mak-
ing Idem work towards definite 
ends. This was my main point. 
Against this, Edmund had noth-
ing to say. 
His belief in vitalism had no fac-
tual basis ever since 1828, when Woh-
ler synthesiscd urea, and so proved 
that organic substances could be pro-
In 1937 Professor II. C. 
Richards, of the Geology Depart-
ment of this University, was re-
quested to prepare a report on 
the "merits of granite, marble, 
sandstone, etc., in connection 
with the construction . of the 
University buildings at Si. 
Lucia." 
In his report Professor Richards 
stales "It has been assumed that if 
suitable material for construction is 
available within Queensland at rea-
sonable cost, it should be used, and 
for that reason only Queensland pro-
ducts have been considered, as suit-
able material does exist here at a 
cost reasonably comparable with that 
from other States of the Common-
wealth." Professor Richards' "as-
sumption" was subsequently endorsed 
by the Premier, Mr. Forgan-Smith. 
SOBER HUES. 
From a selection of various gran-
ites available in different parts of 
Queensland, including red, pink and 
grey, Professor Richards recommend-
od two grey stones, from Crow's i^j^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  ^^.^^.^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ 
Nest or from Grcymare, m that order ..^,5^^ in Wonderland" which adorn 
of preference. Wet-blanketmg tech- j^e chapter titles. Nor does he com-
mcal considerations ruled out the use ^^^^ ^^ ,^^ ^ ^^ ,. „ ^^^^ ^j^^^ 
of any coloured granites that might".^ ^ ,^.^ ^^^^ throughout the book. As., 
have lent a spot of cheer to the newu j.y ^^  .^^.^^ j ^^ j^ ^^ ^^ ^ j ,^ ^^^^ ^^^ 
Alma Mater. iNicol 
The granite is bemg used in the, 
base courses of the buildings, and! 
Anyone who has read Hugh 
Nicol's "Microbes by the Million" 
will find it difficult to appreciate 
Edmund's eulogistic review of 
litis book. 
It is merely one of countless 
other semi-popular, semi-scienti-
fic, works which attempt to un-
ravel (?) the sciences to the lay-
man. 
To say thai the book "should not 
be missed by those w^ ho care for the 
first-rate in art and science," is sheer 
bullo. As an art critic, you won't 
care two hoots what happens to the 
umpteen-million microbes you are 
treading on at this moment; as a 
scientist, you have access to informa-
tion tar more precise than any given 
in "Microbes by the Million." More-
over, soil bacteriology is a subject 
of extreme depth and complexity, not 
jone to be dabbled in with the aid of. 
egg-cups and general kitchen appara-* 
tus, as Mr, Nicol would recommend, 
I Edmund's review makes no men-
as a brother, but of soil bac-
teriology, 1 have learned nothing.. 
makes mightily impressive entrance 
which in itself shows the interest ^, Squire, judging everj-one by him- J"'-'^'' °"tside of m-ganisms without stairways. The central one of these, in, 
taken in the paper. ' self, would have you believe. For 
How the mob would be mortified if two pins I'd run a libel suit against 
they but knew how much you have 
fooled them this year. The events 
you wrote of that never occurred, the 
Editorials you wrote against your 
own beliefs, the deliberate fishing for 
bites (the abuse you received over 
your condemnation of tho Russian 
Ballot made you smile for weeks, 
him and claim two pots damages. 
That reminds mc—I owe him one. 
How about il, old son?—Ed,) 
HEAR, HEAR! 
that is, a special life force, the 
spiritus vitac. J. S. Haklane was a 
famous vitalist, who had erected an 
elaborate philosophical supcrstruc-
ilure to conceal the fundamental 
I truth of materialism. Edmund quotes 
• him in a satisfied fashion, and in the 
! process confuses him with his .son, 
I Professor J. B. S. Haklane, He 
which is much larger than that on 
cither flank, extends forward for 
thirty-five feet, and will be fronted 
by 
pool 
enirance will bo mirrored. 
TENPENNY MAGIC CARPET. 
It seems absolutely incredible that 
for tenpence one can buy a book to 
"open up a fascinating new world, 
and express a philosophy of science 
,v a large rectangular "reflecting^,„„,j^^,.^^,y .^^ .^^ ^^ ^^^^ 
ml m which the facade o l themanv^t ,^^ ^ ,..,^^ ^^ ^^  j ^ , . ^ ^ , , ^ ^ . ^ .^ ^ ^,^^^^^ 
In-
Sir,-
SANDSTONE, 
For columns and the rest of the. 
i superstructure, and for tracery, the 
1 years," to quote from the cover 
I credible! 
C. L. GREAVES. 
didn't it, you old sinner), and what prceialion ot your editorship 
averred i. B. S. Haldanc was a vital 
1, too, wish to express my ap- j , . , t ,,r,inteft out tn him It.",. ' 1 , , ',', i- i 
isi, eic, cit. 1 poinita oui 10 ' ' '" ' Professor recommended brown Holi-j 
,, , „ „ , . r - i n •. • 1 ,, ^^'^"^^'^° ^^^'^^^'^'•'^^^'f^*'™'^'^"''' ^'^"Vlon sandstone, whicli can be ^^ ^^ ^^  
fun you had over that Deanna Durbm year. Evidently, it .s very nircly that I j g g Haldanc, famous for his work! (^ ^ .,dv>nt-ise in the City Hall Noi 
woman who only existed in your own this University has the opportunity of ^^ „,j,,n.,„ (jjomclry and physiology,^^^ we think could ciuarrol with the' 
imagination (and after I spent weary being spoken to so ably and so ex-^ ^ ,^,^ ^ .„^ affi,-,,!,.^ ! dialectical matorial-leff' , oNhibitcd there ' 
hours making inquiries all over the ccptionaliy as you have spoken. Ij^ .^  Against this piece of fact,' 
Varsity). And about that argument Q^ ,^0 ,^;.^ , j ^ j ^ fashionable to de-'Edmund had notl.'in? to say. 
you carried on with yourself, and that ,,,,,,, ,],,. ..uUivntcd worth nf tho Uni- Tho Point of view which Ed-
-:o.-
DO YOU WANT TO SEE 
"SEMPER" CUT OUT? 
oil WOULD VOU LIKE IT TO 
CONTINUE? 
cry the cultivated worth of the Uni-
letler you wrote accusing the Editor, ^^ j^.^ iiy student, so I shall not prc
I tend that I wanted 
scintillating, clever 
other than 
"Semper" 
the 
you 
shelter of the gi-eal democratic gave us. 
leader, Venezelos, there to rcnect. Nevertheless, I would express my 
that, while dictatorships pass away,' pleasure at the'several really literary 
tho fleet of a democratic nation still achievements with which you slaked 
controls (he Mediterranean. ! you,- stars. I mean in particular the 
plain inability to resist dictated Iho o„j, ^^ Beecham (in which you quot-
Whethcr German insistence or 
opening of French Indo-China to 
Japanese military operations scarcely 
matters: the full significance of the 
move is yet to be as.ses.scd, but a 
test will be the willingness of the 
Frcncli to hold out agniii.5l the lern-
torial demands of the Siamese, now 
so closely bound in friendship to 
Japan, 
cd that truly marvellous definition of 
knowledge by Lenin), and your re-
cent v.'ritc-up of Things to Come, 
Your first sentence in this last had all 
the happiness, appropriateness and • 
unexpectedness which human beings' 
are wont to associate with the name. 
of art.—Yours, etc., [ 
Y. 1 
nmnd so assiduously cultivates is 
traiLsitory and useless. Science, 
with its triumphs for the event-
tual betterment of the human 
race, is noble and enduring. II 
has been pointed out that a piece 
of amber, when rubbed, Avas 
known to attract and then repel 
light bodies as far back as COO 
years before Christ. It remained 
an isolated, uncultivated fact, as 
history goes, until 1600 years 
after Christ. Then dealt with by 
the scientific methods of mathe-
matical discussion and experi-
ment, it lias permitted men 
to conmutnjcalc instantaneously 
with each other across continents 
SHOULD COM.'ME.^ I. FI.VISH 
12.30 ON THE DAY? 
AT 
YOUR VOTE WILL DECIDE THESE 
QUESTIONS. 
Says Pfofes- • 
, sor Richards, ''While the sandstone is 
;not a really first-class stone Irom a' 
weathering point of view, there is no 
doubt at all that with tho kindly 
climate enjoyed by Brisbane, if the 
:u-chitccl designs the structure so that 
water is not allowed to lodge any-
i whore , . . it does exceeclingjy well. 
A lion-porous base course must be 
used, and if that is done this sand-
stone . . . gives very good results and 
for use in Brisbane has not a superior 
in .^u^•tralia. The warm brown tone | 
is very pleasing, and the natural! 
variations in brown tint, in concen-' 
trie iron-staining, etc. . . , very much j 
enhances tho stone for structural pur- | 
poses," Much care has been taken to ( 
ensure a liarnionious proportioning of' ^ '^7''*'^  ''''^ '•'••'*'>• '"^ '^ N ^^-"-^  o"<^" 
llie dilfcreiit colours in tlic sand-j ' ' ' f" ' '""'''^ »'i''" •^"<^  desire, the 
stone clabs. ,.solemn moment tliat exchanges hope 
COME TO THE 
A.WlAL GENERAL MEETING 
OF THE UNION. 
SATURDAY. OCTOBER lOlh. 
7.30 p.m., 
IN THE PniLO,SOPHy ROOM. 
DANCE TO FOLLOW. 
-:o:' 
POST-BALLOT PONDERLVGS. TO BE CONTINUED NEXT YEAR 
In all the recent controversy about 
the formation of a National Govern-
ment one essential consideration has 
received le.ss public attention than 
it deserves. An all-party Cabinet is 
not necessarily a National Govern-
ment. To establish the former might 
merely transfer party politics from 
the Parliament to the Cabinet room, 
where the minority could be out-
voted and at the same time deprived 
of the power of voicing public criti-
cism of policies which it opposed. 
Until the electorate spoke, there 
v;os some justification for each party 
insLsting on its own particular point 
of view as representing the view ol 
the people as a whole. 
and oceans. 
Edmund merely typifies tho incred- THE LECTURE-BOUND SHUFFLE. 
ible conservatism of the human mindj ^^^..^j ^^ ,^ .^5. .,„j, p.,n(,j,ing, the re-
in the presence of now facts. Gali-ip,„.t recommended, should be done 
Sir,—Well, I certainly contrived to.leo (or this reason was degraded, andl^^.jy, Queensland marbles from 
bring in some very interesting and called upon to renounce his scientific, u ia^ and Texas, the Ulam marble 
readable copy for last term, thus findings. However, tho idea his find- being a most striking stone with ils 
object in v.'riting to|i»gs represented will live while his|^ .^j,j( ,^,^  achieving my 
"Semper." Such bright epistles are!religious 
rare, when the jacaranda buddeth on dust, 
high. 
I really must "admit" to "Nicer 
Girl" that I probably have made a 
mistake about his fellow greasers. 
After reading his very able defence, 
I have no doubt that he and his co-
soaks are nice boys. 
Now, as for that Jacax'anda bud, 
"The Spirit of Spring," who, accord-
ing to his own embiguous phrase, is 
"expecting" something. Why, he's a 
little fibber. By that, I mean that he 
doesn't know me at all, as he claims 
to. But I know another nice girl. 
persecutors are inanimate 
iicss relieved by splashes of 
dark brown. Marble wiW be used 
especially in the panelling of interior 
One of tho most marked character- staircases. The Professor deprecated 
istics of savage races is their imper 
meability lo experience. Science is 
tho power of profiting by experience. 
Asrainst this, Edmund can have 
nothing io say. 
Y. 
—:o: -
As It is, neither (jovernment nor 
Opposition can draw much satisfac-
tion from the result of the election, i who knows another girl who knows 
The distribution of popular support j him, and she says that she soys that 
has been so even that all parties may he is short and dark and of military 
noW''ibe prepared to make more con- descent. 
cessr&ns to other points of vi6^' than Hey "Spirit!" I'll bet you two lager 
hithS['to and a really National ^JOV- beers you can't describe me. 
eriv|*nt becomes a possibilWi V ' " 1 . - ' ' ' ' • ' •' \'.-^^ "NICE GIRf;." 
F R E E 
TO ALL UNION MEMBERS. 
A COPY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
QUEENSLAND MAGAZINE, 
"GALMAHRA." 
•These will bo obtainable on publi-
i^lion in three week's time, at 
'i MR. IIULBERT'S OFFICE, 
. r hi the Men's Common Room. 
tho use ot the stone on the stairs 
themselves, however, since (he eter-
nal pounding of countless weary 
Etudent hooves, he said in effect, 
would make short work of them. 
Cor certainly.—Madame De Stacl. 
• « * 
There arc but two powers in the 
worl, the sword and the mind. In 
the long run, the sword is always 
beaten by the mind.—Xapoleon. 
• • -
Wo confide our secret through 
friendship, but il escapes through 
love—La Bruyerc. 
' • • 
These shall be your arts, to impose 
the conditions of peace, to spare those 
who have been subdued ond to con-
quer the proud.—Virgil, 
Invitation 
Roy Cooper Studios 
101 Adelaide S t , Brisbane. 
(Between Arcade and Albert 
Street.) 
Have much pleasure in • 
extending a cordial invitation 
to Students to call in for. .a. 
Complimentary Sitting, , 
(Proof shown without .obM-'"" 
; ;gation to purchase) ^ -^'^ 
S E M P E R F L O . R E A T Friday, 27th September, 1940 
• f Gourtice-Squire for Tennis 
Fina 
Courtice Topples Champion Mann 
Marathon Semi-Final 
The Varsity tennis championships last Wednesday advanced 
to the final stage. The singles final will be fought out by the 
two King's College representatives, Brian Courtice and Bob 
Squire. The doubles final .sees the members of the first team, 
Mann-Courtice and Squire-Cumming, in opposition. 
COURTICE SPRINGS SURPRISE, 
Young Courtice was I'esponsiblc 
for the biggest up.set of the tourna-
ment when he defeated Claude 
Mann, three times ranked in 
Queensland's best ten. Varsity No, 1 
player, and champion for the past 
four years. The match was o£ a high 
standard and Mann used every trick 
he know (and they were many) in 
an endeavour to break up Courtice's 
game, but the ball still kept coming 
back. There are few players in 
Queensland as consistent as Cour-
tice, 
SQUIRE v, CUMMING. 
Squire struck Cumming on one of 
his purple days and took 13 hours 
to dispose of him—11-9, 3-6, 6-4. In 
fact he was darn lucky to win, as 
he was down 5-2 in the f^ vst set, 
Cumming rarely missed a return of 
service and the usual double per 
game from him was conspicuous by 
its absence. 
COURTICE ODDS ON FOR FINAL. 
Courtice will start favourite for 
the singles crown. He is playing 
better now than ever before and his 
consistency should prove too much 
for Squire's hard-hitting tactics. 
These two have had countless en-
counters in the past two years. Last 
year Squire had the upper hand, but 
this year Courtice has proved the 
master, (Must be hard to say that. 
Squire wrote these notes himself,— 
Ed.) 
DETAILS. 
Singles—Semi-flnals: Courtice v. 
Mann, 7-5, 6-4. 
Mann, 7-5, 6-4. Squire v, Cumming, 
11-9, 3-6, 6-4, 
Doubles; Cameron-Murphy v. 
Isles-Millman, 6-3, 8-6. Mann-Cour-
tice V. Cameron-Murphy, 6-3, 7-5. 
CRICKET. 
B GRADE. 
With a total of 273 runs to its 
credit Varsity "B" team should be 
certain of a first innings win at least 
in their first match of the Q.CA, fix-
tures — against Toombul-Sandgate. 
Except for one brief spell when two 
valuable wickets were lost quickly 
the batsmen were well on top of the 
bowling. Even though the oppon-
ents' attack included Hutchison and 
Hobinson, who wei-e very successful 
in Reserve Grade last year, it was 
on the whole very weak. Thus in 
congratulating the team on its per-
formance, it would be well to be on 
one's guard against a false optim-
ism, for even though runs came freely 
there was a certain lack of correct 
stroke play so necessary if the same 
results are to be obtained against the 
better bowling of opponents yet to 
come. The highest scorers were: 
Willis (48), Aitkin (44), Jones (38), 
Wagner (38), 
South African University 
Students Give Us Lead 
spend Vacations Combating 
Soil Erosion 
"If we perspired more in times of peace, we should bleed 
less in times of war," This quotation of the Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-Shek headed the invitation to the Youth Camp held 
on a farm in Grahamstown, South Africa, this year. 
C GRADE. 
Sumer is Icumin In! 
Cricketers Doing Their Preh*ms 
(By JAY.) 
Cricket.is here! What are you doing about it? There are 
many of you who played it at school, and yet when you come 
up to the Varsity you seem to forget you ever did. Now don't 
say you'll play after the exams.—an unworthy and cowardly 
attitude. We want more and more men, so turn out to practice 
and get into one of the teams. 
A GRADE. but they were difficult. All in all. 
Honour was again elected captain a good opening, and if Honour, 
and Mahoney vice-captain. Broad and Mahoney get going next 
Saturday was a lovely one for week we should pass Toombul's 
cricket, with a breeze that should total of 189. 
have delighted any bowler, but our 
men wasted both it and the new ball 
before they even struck a length. 
Things looked awkward with H, 
Mahoney and Myers scoring when-
ever they wanted to, till Matthews 
came on and shattered the latter's 
stumps in his first over. I like the 
way Matthews gets down to business 
—no mucking round on the tote. He's 
there with tlie ball in his hand look- .' 
ing at you, and before you're really,' 
finished looking al him, he's bowling 
it at you. Unfortunately for him, \ 
he didnt seem to reaU.se that a loose ' 
ball can usually be hit for four 
SUPER-FIELDER, 
Then ^Vycth got amongst the 5 
wickets. A fine sight. There's 
about a fathom and a half of flannels ' 
somewhere behind mid-on which' 
somehow shifts in a circular path | 
up to the wicket in long, easy 
strides. For a moment you get a 
blurred impression of arms and legs 
and a ball seems to drop from the 
fringe of the clouds. His flight and 
control on Saturday were a treat to 
see, and while he was at the bowling 
crease Varsity were always on top, 
HoBkiag, too, is a^ n interesting 
sight, ^ PjA^sNjck of "peroxide hair 
B-to-^<^\fmD 
MINIMUM WELL 
EXCEEDED. 
AUSTRALIAN I.S.S. APPEAL 
RESULT. 
seero^ 
::•.; ho 
„ ., . jre and more blonde 
face' 'giWs (redder ' frojn 
g:.:.^And' he puts plenty of 
? (effoflt-into it. Lanky and big-footed, 
ad some difficulty in standing 
(ip on Saturday, but bowled some 
^ood^Us to collect his four wickets, 
' y y 5 OPTIMISTIC NOTE. 
The fleldlng'^  was good, that is if 
you weren't looking • when Lloyd 
grassed a sitter.^' A couple more 
catches might have been collected, 
Tlic Australian I.S.S. author-
Hies send us titc following details 
of the result of the student relief 
campaign in this country:— 
"Early in the year an apjical 
for a minimum of £'300 for I.S.S. 
Student Relief in Europe and 
China was launched throughout 
tho Australian Universities, Up 
till the present moment, £493 
.has been received, of which £402 
lias already "been sent away. The 
balance of £91 includes about 
£15 for expenses-connected with 
launching the .appeal and £76 
shortly be remitted. The States 
have contributed as fallo\vs:— 
N.S.W £120 
Victoria £157 
Queensland ,., £47 
S.A ; £110 
W.A £22 
Tasmania £29 
A.C.T £8 
The rcsponsis, of course, is very 
gratifying, but unfortunately the 
need has increased tremendously 
since last March. 
EDITOR°WAKrS 
PEN-FRIENDS. 
The Editor would like to get In 
touch with contributors, "Iso-
crates" and "Sophomore," who 
submitted articles during the 
year whkh were not published. 
C Grade opened the season against 
Toombul with an untried team. Steve 
Clark-Ryan and Bill Law were elect-
ed captain and vice-captain respec-
tively. Congratulations, both! 
Varsity won the toss and batted on 
a very easy wicket. The early bats-
men seemed to feel the lack of prac-
tice, and, except for Courtice, failed 
against an accurate but uninspired 
attack. Courtice was shaping very 
confidently, but was caught when 19, 
With the score at six for 34, Benham 
and J. Dunn made a stand, and added 
60 before Dunn was yorkered after a 
stubborn 21, The tail wagged to good 
effect. Benham carried his score to 
48 (a most attractive innings), while 
Clark-Ryan got 12 and E. Dunn in-
cluded four beautiful boundaries in 
his five-minute innings of 17 not out. 
Total, 144. 
Toombul's openers shaped confi-
dently against the bowling of Cour-
tice and E. Dunn. In Courtice's 
second over, however, a rising one 
outside the off stump got a nibble, 
and Clark-Ryan took an easy catch in 
slips, A dangerous partnership en-
sued, but it.^vas broken by J. Dunn, 
who replaced Courtice. AU the bowl-
ing was of rather uncertain length, 
so field placing must have given cap-
tain Clark-Ryan a headache. Field-
ing needs much practice. 
At stumps, Toombul's score was 
six for 138, Wood and Dunn were 
the further wicket-takers. This 
match is at a very interesting stage, 
and Varsity has every chance of vic-
tory if it adopts determined lactics. 
Bowling: S. Dunn, 3-17; Courtice, 
1-29; Wood, 1-11, 
"South African youth are planning) 
camps of wilUng service for the' 
nation, its soil and its people," reads 
'the invitation, "The first of these 
eamps took place on the midlands of 
Natal nearly three years ago, when a 
party of thirty youths, includlrfg 
students from the Natal University 
College, and the Universities of Pre-
toria and Stellenbosch spent their 
winter vacation building a large dam 
as a first step in an anti-soil erosion 
scheme. . . , Other camps have been 
held in the Transvaal, Orange Free 
State and in the Western Province, 
where work of a varying nature has 
been undertaken," 
DAM REBUILT. 
f 
The aim of the Grahamstown camp 
was to reconstruct under expert Gov-
ernment supervision a very large 
dam which was destroyed by flood 
water. Local anthorities co-operated 
willingly by supplying picks and 
spades. Dam scoops and oxen were 
lent by farmers interested in the pro-
ject. 
I Work started at 6.30 a.m, each day. 
,By the time 8 o'clock arrived, the 
lasses who cooked porridge needed 
no sign of appreciation from the 
workers on the dam other than the 
hilarious shouts with which the 
breakfast whistle was greeted. After 
breakfast a three hour shift began. 
Most afternoons work was resumed. 
As one of the campers said, "We 
worked hard, slept hard, and played 
hard," Most nights were spent sing-
ing round camp fires. 
The work done was entirely volun-
tary. It shows a spirit of the highest 
patriotism ui which the "loaf" of the 
vacation was replaced by hard work 
for which the only remuneration was 
the satisfaction of knowing you had 
done something constructive for your 
country. I believe that true Austra-
lians have that same spirit, which 
underneath the "softness" of our 
'superficial living, is only waiting to 
be challenged to constructive action 
iji which we will put our country be-
fore our own private interests. The 
war is a "moral barometer" by which 
we can measure the willingness of 
Australian youth to make sacrifices. 
What a tragedy that we must wait 
for war to demonstrate that quality 
in our national life. 
SOIL AND PEOPLE. 
As tho leader of the camp said:—-
"Agriculture is the last line of a 
country's defence. The first line of 
defence is the character of its people," 
It was in this spirit that the camp 
was run, for to quote another extract 
from the invitation, the camps "mean 
to remake South Africa, its soil and 
people . , . and if they are to achieve 
anything of a permanent value they 
must bring a new quality of life to 
the people they touch as well as new' 
Ifie to the soil. The camps do not 
aim to propagate a cause or move-
ment, but rather to spread a positive 
and constructive spirit." 
SCIENCE STUDENTS' 
ASSOCIATION. 
ANNUAL TRIP 
to 
MORETON BAY. 
2 ^VEEKS DURATION. 
From 24th November to 8tli Decem-
ber, 1940. 
Como along and forget all about 
exam, results. 
All Students interested (whatever 
Faculty) please communicate with 
Miss K. Callaghan, Mr. G. Ilandel, or 
Mr. E. F. Rick. 
-:o:' 
If a book come Irom the heart, it 
will continue to reach other hearts; 
all art and authorcraft are of small 
amount to that.—Carlyle. 
• • w 
There is no quite good book with-
out a good morality; but the world is 
I wide and so are morals.—Robert 
Stevenson. 
• • • .. 
The true greatness of nations is in 
those qualities which constitute the 
greatness of the individuah—Charles 
Sumner. 
• • • 
The love of liberty is the love of 
others; the love of power is the love 
of ourselves.—William Hazlitt, 
Printed by Shipping Newspapers 
(Q.), Ltd,, for the University of 
Queensland Union, at Byan House 
Eagle St,. Brisbane, 
WORKS BOARD CHECKS 
OVER. 
Membcnf of rthe University Works 
Board of .'the Bureau ot Industry 
inspecting the progress of.work 
at the new UnlvienUy on the St, 
Lucia site recently. 
By Appointment. 
UNDERGRADUATE 
GOWNS and 
TRENCHERS 
Pike Brothers, as recognised Suppliers of all Academical Wear to 
the University of Queensland, have a thorough knowledge of the 
personal requirements of students. 
All orders, therefore, receive the attention they deserve, and that 
EXTRA service so characteristic of Pike Brothers, and so much 
appreciated by students. 
UNDERGRADUATE 
GOWNS 
Expertly cut and finished to yotir 
Individual measuremente la best 
quality Sngltsh BUper 'ZQ/fi 
grade Poplin o » / w 
TRENCHERS 
(collapsible) 
A3 worn at Oxford and Cambridge 
and made by Treas and. Company 
of London, from English Kelton 
CloUi. Qbtuaable In all 1^ /£ 
sizes * ^ ' " 
PIKE BROTHERS LTD. 
. 
TA ••; 
?' - • ' 
QUEEN STREET, 
H
', isBfiBANE. 
